Electrocoagulation: A Promising Method to Treat and Reuse Mineral Processing Wastewater with High COD
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Abstract: Mineral processing wastewater contains large amounts of reagents which can lead to severe environmental problems, such as high chemical oxygen demand (COD). Inspired by the wastewater treatment in such industries as those of textiles, food, and petrochemistry, in the present work, electrocoagulation (EC) is applied for the first time to explore its feasibility in the treatment of wastewater with an initial COD of 424.29 mg/L from a Pb/Zn sulfide mineral flotation plant and its effect on water reuse. Typical parameters, such as anode materials, current density, initial pH, and additives, were characterized to evaluate the performance of the EC method. The results showed that, under optimal conditions, i.e., iron anode, pH 7.1, electrolysis time 70 min, 19.23 mA/cm² current density, and 4.1 g/L activated carbon, the initial COD can be reduced to 72.9 mg/L, corresponding to a removal rate of 82.8%. In addition, compared with the untreated wastewater, EC-treated wastewater was found to benefit the recovery of galena and sphalerite, with galena recovery increasing from 25.01% to 36.06% and sphalerite recovery increasing from 59.99% to 65.33%. This study confirmed that EC is a promising method for the treatment and reuse of high-COD-containing wastewater in the mining industry, and it possesses great potential for wide industrial applications.
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1. Introduction

Wastewater from mineral processing remains a headache for the mining industry not only because of its large volume, but more importantly, its hazardous components. Among the complicated residual reagents, the organic reagents receive the most attention due to their high chemical oxygen demand (COD) levels. Direct discharge of wastewater causes serious environmental pollution, while its reuse as feed water without proper treatments causes great harm to the recovery and grade of valuable minerals [1]. To solve this problem, techniques for wastewater treatment have been intensively developed in the mining industry, such as natural settling, flocculating setting, chemical oxidation, adsorption, and biodegradation to remove COD [2]. However, these techniques possess such disadvantages as inefficiency in COD removal, extreme operating conditions, high operation cost, huge instrument investment, etc. It is worth noting that coagulation–flocculation, the most common technique in beneficiation plants because of its economy, usually has a relative low COD removal rate of only 35% [3].
Electrocoagulation (EC) has become widely used as a wastewater treatment technology in the past decade and has exhibited a satisfactory removal of COD in diverse fields, such as in textiles [4], the food industry [5], dairying [6], brackish water [7], and potable water [8]. Its advantages include easy operation, small area occupation, and a high degree of automation. In the process of EC, iron or aluminum is usually adopted as the anode material, and each one can lead to a series of similar redox reactions. Taking the iron electrode as an example, simplified reactions occurring in acidic and alkaline solutions can be described as follows [9]:

Under acidic conditions:

\[
\text{Fe(s)} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+}_{(aq)} + 2e^- \quad (1)
\]

\[
2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{O}_2 + 4\text{H}^+ + 4e^- \quad (2)
\]

\[
4\text{Fe}^{2+}_{(aq)} + 10\text{H}_2\text{O(l)} + \text{O}_2(\text{g}) \rightarrow 4\text{Fe(OH)}_3(s) + 8\text{H}^+_{(aq)} \quad (3)
\]

Under alkaline conditions:

\[
\text{Fe(s)} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+}_{(aq)} + 2e^- \quad (4)
\]

\[
\text{Fe}^{2+} + 2\text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{Fe(OH)}_2 \quad (5)
\]

As shown in above equations, the iron anode is used to generate ions in the aqueous medium. The generated iron ions are then immediately hydrolyzed to form Fe(OH)$_3$, monomeric ions, and polymeric hydroxy complexes such as Fe(H$_2$O)$_6^{3+}$, Fe(H$_2$O)$_4$(OH)$_2^{2+}$, Fe$_2$H$_2$O$_6$(OH)$_4^{4+}$, Fe$_2$(H$_2$O)$_8$(OH)$_2^{4+}$, and Fe(H$_2$O)$_3$(OH)$^{2+}$, depending on the solution pH [10]. These hydroxides and polyhydroxides are excellent adsorbents for counter ions and organic pollutants. In some cases, they can even form complexes with some of the organics [11]. Pollutants in the wastewater can be treated by physical and chemical attachment to hydroxides or chemical reactions [12]. After the EC treatment, separation of precipitation from the liquid is traditionally achieved via a filter process. Then, the filtered and separated sludge is usually treated using the incineration and landfill treatments [13].

In this paper, EC treatment of sulfide mineral flotation wastewater was applied for the first time, and the effects of different parameters like anode materials, current density, initial pH, electrolysis time, and additives on COD removal rate were investigated. The treated water was then recycled as feed water in the sulfide ore flotation. For comparison, untreated wastewater and fresh water were used to assess the effects of EC-treated water on the grade and recovery of galena and sphalerite.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Samples, Reagents, and Analytical Methods

Samples of mineral processing wastewater and actual ores were all from a Pb-Zn beneficiation plant located in Southern China. The plant had three different types of wastewater, namely Pb-Zn flotation wastewater, pyrite concentrate wastewater, and pyrite tailing wastewater, accounting for 70%, 14%, and 16% of the total amount, respectively. In this study, three different types of wastewater samples were mixed at the above ratio to obtain the mixed wastewater samples. The pH and COD values of each wastewater are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical oxygen demand (COD) and pH values of mineral processing wastewater samples in a Pb-Zn beneficiation plant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Name</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>COD (mg/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pb-Zn flotation wastewater</td>
<td>11.90</td>
<td>434.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrite concentrate wastewater</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>245.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrite tailing wastewater</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>603.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed wastewater</td>
<td>11.83</td>
<td>424.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The H₂O₂ (30% pure), H₂SO₄, HCl, and NaOH used in the EC experiments were all of analytical grades. The granular activated carbon (GAC) was made from a coconut shell.

The pH of the solution was measured by a pH meter (Leici, Shanghai, China). The COD values of the wastewater were analyzed by fast digestion–spectrophotometric method (HJ/T 399-2007).

The chemical compositions of the actual ore samples were relatively simple. SiO₂ and CaO were the main non-metallic ingredients [14]. The lead and zinc grades in the samples took up 4.17% and 7.18% of the total, respectively. The major metallic minerals were galena, sphalerite, and pyrite. Actual ore samples were crushed to below 3 mm using a stainless-steel hammer and then ground in a conical ball mill. The ground products were used as feed samples for flotation tests.

Diethyldithiocarbamate (95% purity) and sodium n-butylxanthate (92% purity) were purchased from Aladdin Industrial, Shanghai, China. The CaO (analytically pure) and CuSO₄ (analytically pure) used in this study were provided by Kermel Company, Tianjin, China. Terpenic oil (chemically pure) was obtained from Haoshen Chemical Reagent, Shanghai, China.

2.2. EC Experiments

The EC set-up used in this study is shown in Figure 1. The total volume of the electrolytic cell was 250 mL, and the experiments were carried out by treating 200 mL wastewater samples for each run at room temperature. Two pairs of plates (length = 6.5 cm; width = 5.6 cm; thickness = 0.2 cm) were placed on the electrolytic cell in parallel. The anode and cathode plates were connected to the positive and negative ports of the QW-MS3010D DC power supply (0–5 A, 0–80 V), with constant load current. NaOH and H₂SO₄ solutions were used to adjust the pH. At the end of the experiment, water was transferred to beakers for two hours of settling, and then the COD value of the supernatant was measured. Finally, the sludge produced by the EC was filtered, dried, and weighed.

![Figure 1. Electrocoagulation (EC) experimental set-up: (1) Magnetic stirrer; (2) DC power supply; (3) electrolytic cell; (4) anode plate; (5) cathode plate; (6) magnetic bar-stirrer.](image-url)
The COD removal rate was employed to evaluate the electrocoagulation efficiency, which is calculated according to the following Equation (6).

$$R(\%) = \frac{\text{COD}_0 - \text{COD}_1}{\text{COD}_0} \times 100,$$

where $R$ represents the removal rate of COD ($\%$), $\text{COD}_0$ represents the initial COD value of the wastewater before electrocoagulation (mg/L), and $\text{COD}_1$ represents the COD value of the wastewater after electrocoagulation (mg/L).

2.3. Flotation Experiments

Fresh water, wastewater, and treated water were then used for flotation at room temperature. The whole process can be divided into two stages: Galena flotation followed by sphalerite flotation. For each flotation experiment, an 800 g ore sample was ground by a conical ball mill to obtain a product of 85 wt.% passing 74 $\mu$m. After grinding, the ore pulp was transferred to the galena flotation stage, including single-stage roughing, three-stage cleaning, and single-stage scavenging. The tailing of galena flotation was used later for sphalerite flotation, where single-stage roughing, two-stage cleaning, and single-stage scavenging were adopted. In both flotation stages, the concentrates of roughing were reground to 80 wt.% passing 44 $\mu$m in a $\Phi 150 \times 100$ conical mill. According to the existing process of the beneficiation plant, sequential addition of regulator, collector, and frother to the flotation cell were carried out, as shown in Figure 2. After flotation, the products were dried, weighed, and assayed, and then the recovery was calculated on the basis of the mass and metal balance, as shown in Equation (7).

$$\varepsilon(\%) = \frac{\sum (\gamma_i \beta_i)}{\gamma_i \beta_i} \times 100,$$

where $\varepsilon$ is the recovery of product, $\gamma_i$ is the yield, and $\beta_i$ is the grade.

Figure 2. Flowsheet and corresponding experimental conditions of batch flotation tests using different types of water.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of EC Parameters on COD Removal Rate of Mixed Wastewater

Unlike anode materials, cathode materials do not have a significant effect on EC efficiency except in electro-Fenton processes [15]. We have learned that stainless steel is the most widely-used cathode material in industry, considering its economy and durability [16]. In addition, the distance between the anode and cathode is suggested to be 1~2 cm, according to previous publications and industrial experience [17]. After verification, 2 cm was the optimal distance to be adopted in our following experiments. As the anode material is a prime consideration for EC technique [18], iron and aluminum plates were used as anode materials in this study. The results of COD removal efficiency with the two anode materials are shown in Figure 3. When using an iron electrode, the COD value decreases from 424.9 to 158.6 mg/L, which is equivalent to a removal rate of 62.7%. However, when an aluminum anode is used, the COD value is reduced to 265.1 mg/L, corresponding to a removal rate of 37.7%. The results indicate that in this study, Fe performs better as the anode material of the EC process. Therefore, an Fe anode was adopted in the subsequent experiments.

\[
\varepsilon(\%) = \frac{\gamma_i \times \beta_i}{\sum_i (\gamma_i \times \beta_i)} \times 100, \tag{7}
\]

where \( \varepsilon \) is the recovery of product, \( \gamma_i \) is the yield, and \( \beta_i \) is the grade.

Figure 3. Effect of anode materials for EC treatment on mixed wastewater COD value (cathode material: Stainless steel, current density: 13.74 mA/cm², pH: 7.1, electrolysis time: 50 min).

Current density is another important parameter that determines the amount of coagulant produced in the reactor [19]. It has a significant effect on the EC efficiency and electricity consumption. The experimental results are summarized in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows that COD removal rate first increases and then declines with the increase of current density. COD removal rate increases from 49.41% to 77.46% as the current density rises to 24.73 mA/cm². Then, it decreases to 60.42% as the current density continues to increase to 30.22 mA/cm². The current density is related to the amount of dissolved iron ions and the formation of Fe(OH)_3, which determines the COD removal efficiency [20]. It can also affect the cell voltage through various overpotentials, which may be conducive to the removal efficiency of the COD. If the current density is relatively low, the lack of coagulant may restrict the removal efficiency. Therefore, the curve presents an upward trend at an early stage. However, when the current density continues to increase to 32.22 mA/cm², the temperature of treated wastewater increases significantly. High temperature causes the instability of coagulation, which can lead to a low EC
Taking both the COD removal rate and electricity consumption into account, 19.23 mA/cm² was used as the current density for subsequent experiments.

![Graph](image1)

**Figure 4.** Effect of current density on mixed wastewater COD removal rate (anode material: Fe, cathode material: Stainless steel, pH: 7.1, electrolysis time: 50 min).

To evaluate the effect of the initial pH, the wastewater samples were adjusted to a preset pH value using sodium hydroxide or sulfuric acid. The results of the effect of initial pH value on COD removal rate are shown in Figure 5. The results show that the COD removal rate in the EC process remains around 75.0% in a wide pH value range from 3 to 9. However, when the initial pH increases to 11, the removal efficiency presents a downward trend with a corresponding removal rate of 71.08%; this is probably because of the formation of soluble Fe(OH)⁻⁴, which is not conducive to the floc formation. On the contrary, at a neutral or acidic pH, higher removal rates occur as most of the iron complexes are formed. Hence, subsequent experiments were carried out under neutral pH conditions. pH 7.1 was employed in the following experiments.

![Graph](image2)

**Figure 5.** Effect of initial pH value on mixed wastewater COD removal rate (anode material: Fe, cathode material: Stainless steel, current density: 19.23 mA/cm², electrolysis time: 50 min).

Electrolysis time is another important parameter affecting COD removal efficiency [22]. The results of the effect of electrolysis time on the COD removal rate are provided in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows that the COD removal rate increases rapidly in the initial phase, which is due to the increase of coagulant;
yet, the growth trend of the COD removal rate gradually slows down with the extension of electrolysis time. When electrolysis time increases to 70 min, the COD removal rate reaches a plateau at 77.62% because the adsorption of organic pollutants reaches an equilibrium state. The electrolysis time of subsequent experiments was set to be 70 min.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** Effect of electrolysis time on mixed wastewater COD removal rate (anode material: Fe, cathode material: Stainless steel, current density: 19.23 mA/cm², pH: 7.1).

### 3.2. Effect of Additives on COD Removal Rate of Mixed Wastewater

Under the same current density, an increase of supporting electrolyte concentration can lead to a decrease of the interelectrode resistance and thus reduce energy consumption. Ghernaout reported that the addition of a supporting electrolyte can also affect the removal rate of COD [23]. Hence, the effect of supporting electrolyte concentration on EC efficiency was further studied in this study, and Na₂SO₄ was chosen as the supporting electrolyte because of its low cost. The Na₂SO₄ concentration of 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 g/L corresponded to the current densities of 8.24, 13.74, 19.23, and 24.73 mA/cm², respectively. The results of the effect of Na₂SO₄ addition on the COD removal rate are shown in Figure 7. The removal rates with the addition of Na₂SO₄ are much lower than those without Na₂SO₄. No positive effect on COD removal efficiency is observed by the addition of Na₂SO₄, which is consistent with previous reports [24]. The low removal efficiency can be attributed to the increase of the passivation layer caused by the addition of Na₂SO₄ [25].

![Figure 7](image.png)

**Figure 7.** Effect of addition of Na₂SO₄ on mixed wastewater COD removal rate (anode material: Fe, cathode material: Stainless steel, pH: 7.1, electrolysis time: 70 min).
Activated carbon is widely used to adsorb organic compounds in wastewater [26]. In order to study the effect of activated carbon on the COD removal efficiency with EC, wastewater samples were treated by GAC adsorption, EC/GAC adsorption (EC plus GAC in one reactor), and EC + GAC adsorption (EC followed by GAC in different reactors) process, and their results are summarized in Figure 8.

![Figure 8](image-url). Effect of granular activated carbon (GAC) treatment on mixed wastewater COD removal rate (anode material: Fe, cathode material: Stainless steel, current density: 19.27 mA/cm², pH: 7.1, electrolysis time: 70 min).

The Figure 8 shows that the COD removal rate using GAC alone is low (only 25.7%) when the GAC dosage reaches 6.47 g/L, indicating that GAC adsorption has little effect on the residual reagents in mineral processing wastewater. When wastewater is treated by the EC process alone, the COD removal rate is 77.62%. Compared with EC or GAC alone, both the EC/GAC and EC + GAC processes can improve COD removal. However, it is worth noting that the COD removal rate of EC/GAC is higher than that of EC + GAC. At a dosage of 2.94 g/L GAC, the COD decreases from 424.9 to 74.9 and 83.3 mg/L, corresponding to removal rates of 82.37% for EC/GAC and 80.4% for EC/GAC, respectively. Therefore, the EC/GAC process was adopted in the subsequent experiments.

It can be concluded that the adsorption of GAC alone cannot be used as an effective treatment method for sulfide mineral flotation wastewater. In the EC/GAC system, GAC acts as a moving particle electrode to accelerate electron transfer rate and hence improve the processing efficiency [27,28]. The main reason is that it is essentially a three-dimensional electrochemical process which is not stable [29].

The sludge produced is around 5.8 kg/m³ of wastewater under the optimal processing conditions. It can be considered as a valuable resource because of its high Fe content of about 45.5%. Further research on the sludge recycling utilization will soon be reported separately.

Furthermore, the effect of H₂O₂ concentration on EC efficiency was studied, and the results can be seen in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S1 and Figure S2).

3.3. Effect of EC Treatment on COD Removal Rate of Different Types of Wastewater

Through the above experiments, the optimum treatment conditions of mixed wastewater were obtained (iron anode, pH 7.1, 70 min electrolysis time, 19.23 mA/cm² current density, and 4.1 g/L activated carbon). Under these optimum conditions, Pb-Zn flotation wastewater, pyrite concentrate wastewater, pyrite tailing wastewater, and mixed wastewater were treated, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 9.
The COD removal rates for the above four types of wastewaters are 80.24%, 79.33%, 85.05%, and 82.84%, respectively. The results indicate that the higher the COD value of wastewater is, the better efficiency the corresponding EC experiment obtains. The pyrite tailing wastewater with the highest COD value has the highest COD removal rate, followed by mixed wastewater, Pb-Zn flotation wastewater, and pyrite concentrate wastewater.

### 3.4. Effect of Water Type on the Grade and Recovery of Pb/Zn Sulfide Mineral Flotation

The above experimental results confirmed that EC is an effective technique for COD removal of the sulfide mineral flotation wastewater. To further investigate the possibility of reusing the EC-treated water as the feed water, flotation experiments were carried out, and their results are shown in Tables S1–S3, respectively. The comparison of the Pb/Zn grades and recovery rates using different types of water during flotation is presented in Figure 10.

**Figure 9.** Effect of EC treatment on the COD values and COD removal rates of four different types of wastewaters.

**Figure 10.** Cont.
The Pb recovery using different types of water obeys the following order: Treated water (36.06%) > fresh water (30.54%) > wastewater (25.01%), whereas the order of Pb grades is: Fresh water (71.73%) > wastewater (57.62%) > treated water (51.91%). The experimental results indicate that flotation using treated water can significantly improve the Pb recovery, while the Pb grade is reduced.

In terms of Zn concentrate, a similar Zn grade is obtained with different types of waters (around 56%). The Zn recovery obeys the following order: Fresh water (68.61%) > treated water (65.33%) > wastewater (59.99%). Compared with the untreated wastewater, EC-treated water is more conducive for the increase of Zn recovery without affecting the Zn grade.

4. Conclusions

This study provides the latest evidence that EC is a promising method for treating and recycling mineral processing wastewater. Different factors were investigated to obtain optimal experimental conditions, i.e., iron anode, pH 7.1, 19.23 mA/cm² current density, 70 min electrolysis time, and 4.1 g/L activated carbon. Under the optimal conditions, the COD of the mixed wastewater decreases from 424.9 to 72.9 mg/L. The addition of a supporting electrolyte like Na₂SO₄ can be harmful to the removal of COD. The COD removal rate of wastewater with the highest COD value is highest. Moreover, flotation results show that the recoveries of both Pb and Zn using EC-treated water are higher than those of directly using wastewater or fresh water. The results imply that the EC technique can provide a new direction for recycling mineral processing wastewater. This study provides novel insights into dealing with wastewater in the mining industry, and is meaningful in both environmental and economical ways.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/12/2/595/s1:
Figure S1: Variation of COD removal rate with dosage of H₂O₂ (Anode material: Fe, Cathode material: Stainless steel, Current density: 19.23 mA/cm², pH: 3.0, Electrolysis time: 70 min), Figure S2: Effect of H₂O₂ on the boundary between mud and water, Table S1: Flotation tests results with fresh water, Table S2: Flotation tests results with mixed wastewater, Table S3: Flotation tests results with treated water.
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